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X-Ray Scattering Study of the Surface Morphology of Au(111) duringAr1 Ion Irradiation
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Using real-time x-ray scattering to measure the surface morphology of Au(111) during sputter erosion
with 500 eV Ar1 ions, we observe three distinct regimes: three-dimensional rough erosion at 20–60 ±C,
quasi-layer-by-layer removal at 120–220 ±C, and step retraction above270 ±C. Sputtering at 20–60 ±C
leads to pattern formation with a characteristic spacing between features. The average separationl
between features increases with timet, consistent with a power lawl , t0.2760.02. The observations
are consistent with the predictions of a continuum model fordepositionwhich includes an Ehrlich-
Schwoebel barrier to the interlayer diffusion of surface defects. [S0031-9007(98)06122-5]

PACS numbers: 68.35.Bs, 61.10.Eq, 61.80.Jh, 79.20.Rf
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Ion beam sputtering is frequently employed for pa
terning of surfaces, surface cleaning, and depth profilin
Sputtered surfaces display a variety of morphologies d
pending on the sputtering geometry and the surface
fect kinetics. A ripple pattern was observed on SiO2 and
Ge(001) with 1 keV Xe1 ions incident at55± with respect
to the surface normal, and was attributed to the curvat
dependence of the sputter yield [1,2]. A similar patte
on Ag(110) formed by Ar1 ions senergies. 800 eVd at
normal incidence was ascribed to the anisotropic diffusi
of surface defects [3]. On the other hand, sputtering
Cu(001) at room temperature with 400 eV Ar1 ions [4],
Pt(111) at352 ±C with 600 eV Ar1 ions [5], and Ge(001)
at 295 ±C with 240 eV Xe1 ions [6] led to a pattern of
pits and mounds. Our goal in this work is to investiga
the scaling behavior of parameters that characterize
surface morphology during ion irradiation. The study o
dynamic scaling can elucidate the dominant roughen
and smoothing mechanisms on the surface. Compare
thin film growth, few studies have investigated scaling r
lations during sputtering [6,7].

In this Letter, we report results from real-time x-ra
scattering measurements of the evolution of surface m
phology during erosion of Au(111) with 500 eV Ar1

ions. We observe three-dimensional rough erosion
20–60 ±C, marked by the formation of features with
characteristic spacing. The average separationl of the
features evolves with timet, consistent with a scaling
relation l , t0.2760.02. The aspect ratio of the features
assumed to be close packed [5,6], remains nearly c
stant as they evolve. The observations are consist
with the predictions of a continuum model fordeposi-
tion which includes an Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier [8] t
the interlayer diffusion of surface defects. At intermed
ate temperatures, from 120–220 ±C, quasi-layer-by-layer
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sputtering is observed, while step retraction is observ
above270 ±C.

The x-ray scattering experiments were performed wi
10 keV x rays at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotro
Source (CHESS). The chamber base pressure was
than5 3 10210 mbar. The Ar1 ion energy was 500 eV,
and the ions were incident at45± with respect to the
surface normal. The background pressure of Ar w
1025 1024 mbar during Ar1 ion irradiation. Tempera-
tures in the 100–220 ±C range were measured with an
infrared pyrometer, and temperatures outside this ran
with a thermocouple calibrated against the pyromet
The Au(111) single crystal, with a miscut of less tha
0.1±, was prepared by sputtering and annealing at350 ±C.
No contaminants were detected on the freshly prepa
surface using Auger electron spectroscopy. Low-ener
electron diffraction (LEED) from the surface, performe
in a separate chamber, showed the22 3

p
3 reconstruc-

tion on the well-annealed surface [9].
In situ x-ray scattering was performed using a custo

diffractometer [10]. The experiments described belo
involve real-time measurements of the specular bea
intensity and off-specular diffuse scattering in transver
scans through thes0 0dhex truncation rod. The subscript
hex refers to the description of the fcc crystal usin
hexagonal lattice basis vectors [9]. In the following,q'

andqk refer to the normal and in-plane components of th
scattering vector, andd is the spacing between adjacen
s111dcubic planes in the bulk. Real-space directions a
indicated in the conventional simple cubic representatio

Figure 1(a) shows the normalized specular beam
tensity at thes0 0 1.44dhex position, close to the anti-
Bragg fs0 0 1.5dhex, q'd  pg position, during Ar1 ion
irradiation on Au(111). Three distinct sputter regime
were observed. At270 ±C, the intensity stays essentially
© 1998 The American Physical Society 4713
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FIG. 1. (a) Normalized specular beam intensity at th
s0 0 1.44dhex position during sputtering at different tempera
tures. The data at different temperatures are offset vertica
for clarity. (b) Normalized specular beam intensity durin
a sequence of growthsGd, simultaneous growth and ion
irradiationsG 1 Id, and ion irradiation alonesId.

constant, indicating material removal by step retractio
At 145 ±C, we observe intensity oscillations, suggestin
quasi-layer-by-layer removal [11]. The intensity oscilla
tions are caused by the nucleation, growth, and coal
cence of two-dimensional islands of surface vacanci
The amplitude of the oscillations decays rapidly, sugge
ing imperfect layer-by-layer removal. Such layer-by-laye
removal with energetic ions has been previously observ
on Pt(111), Si(111), and Si(001) [13,14] and in STM stud
ies on Au(111) [15,16].

Sputtering at35 ±C results in a rapid decay of the specu
lar beam intensity at the anti-Bragg position, as show
in Fig. 1(a). Off-specular diffuse scattering observed
transverse scans through thes0 0 0.18dhex position gives
information about the positional and orientational corr
lations between surface features. Figure 2(a) shows
scattered intensity vsqk, taken during Ar1 ion irradia-
tion at 35 ±C. The sputter rate was140 syML, and the
ions were incident along an azimuth39± from the surface
k110lcubic axis. The asymmetry in the reflectivity curve
at early times is due to the rapidly changing dimensio
of surface features during a single scan, which took abo
three minutes. Scans taken after removal of 5 monolay
(ML) were approximately symmetric abouts0 0 0.18dhex.
Satellite peaks on either side of the specular peak in
cate a characteristic lateral length scale on the surfa
The position of the satellite peaks was found to be e
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sentially independent ofq' in the rangeq'd  0.12p

to 0.25p, showing that these peaks are not due to spec
lar reflection from facets. Figure 2(b) shows contours o
constant intensity in the diffuse scattering over an az
imuthal range of120±. The satellite peak forms a ring
(Henzler ring [17]) around the specular beam, and its ra
dial position is nearly independent of azimuth, ruling ou
a pattern of unidirectional ripples as observed in Refs. [1
3]. Local maxima in the Henzler ring along thes010dhex

FIG. 2. (a) Off-specular diffuse scattering in transverse scan
through s0 0 0.18dhex during 500 eV Ar1 ion irradiation at
35 ±C. The scans have been offset vertically for clarity
(b) Contours of constant intensity (equal increments on loga
rithmic scale) over a range of azimuthal angles spanning120±

after removal ofø70 ML. The specular peak is not shown.
Radial scans were taken at intervals of10± in azimuth. The
satellite peak appears at approximately the same radial po
tion at all azimuths. The Henzler ring has local maxima alon
s010dhex and s110dhex directions. Inset: Schematic of the sur-
face covered with pits (shaded) and mounds with orientation
indicated by the x-ray and LEED measurements. We note th
the local order is exaggerated and that there is a size distrib
tion of objects on the surface.
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and s110dhex directions indicate that vectors joining the
centers of nearest neighbor objects are more likely to
along surfacek110lcubic directions [see Fig. 2(b) inset].
We performed LEED measurements of Au(111) irradiate
with 500 eV Ar1 ions at room temperature and observe
streaks consistent with small facets. This LEED obse
vation is consistent with STM observations of vacanc
islands bounded byk110lcubic steps on an ion irradiated
Au(111) surface [15]. The x-ray data are consistent wi
the surface being covered with three-dimensional pits a
mounds [5] shown schematically in the inset in Fig. 2(b)

The satellite peaks move to smallerqk as sputtering
continues, indicating a separation between features t
increases with time. This can occur through the coale
cence of neighboring features as they grow. In view
the sharpness of the satellite peaks, we make a sim
estimate of the average separation between features fr
l ø 4pydqk, wheredqk is the separation between satel
lite peaks. Figure 3 shows the variation ofl with the
number of monolayers removed for three different su
strate temperatures at a sputter rate of140 syML and for
two different sputter rates at35 ±C. Over the range of our
data, the evolution of the average separation between f
tures is consistent with a power lawl , t0.2760.02. We
note that only data taken after removal ofø10 ML was
considered for the fit. For the same ion dose, the leng
scale is seen to increase with temperature. This is e
pected due to the longer diffusion length of a surface v
cancy at the higher temperature (or, similarly, to the fast
rate of detachment and diffusion of adatoms to fill a su
face vacancy). A similar argument explains the long
length scale observed with the lower flux at35 ±C. A
quantitative analysis of the observed line shapes, us
a distribution function of feature sizes and separation
yields the same coarsening exponent and is the subjec
a separate paper [18].

A measure of the aspect ratio of the surface feature
assumed to be close packed [5,6], is the ratio of interfa
width w to the average separation between feature
The interface width can be estimated fromIsq'd 
I0sq'd exps2q2

'w2d, where Isq'd and I0sq'd are the
specular beam intensities on the etched and the start
surface, respectively [19,20]. The inset of Fig. 3 show
the evolution of the ratiowyl as a function of material
removed at35 ±C. The ratio very quickly reaches a
value of ø0.025 and stays nearly constant throughou
the sputtering time. Thus the features maintain a nea
constant aspect ratio as they evolve, often taken
indicate slope selection for the sides of the pits an
mounds [21].

The coarsening exponent of0.27 6 0.02 is close to
the predicted value of 0.25 in a continuum model fo
mound formation in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [8]
An Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier to the interlayer diffusion
of adatoms can give rise to mounds with a characteris
spacing in MBE [21–24]. In an analogous way, but wit
vacancies as the mobile species, an Ehrlich-Schwoe
lie
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FIG. 3. Variation of the average separationl between pits
with the number of monolayers removedu for three different
substrate temperatures at140 syML and two different sputter
rates at35 ±C. The solid linesl , un are least squares fits to
the data (only points after removal of 10 ML were considere
in the fit) and given  0.27 6 0.02. Inset: Variation ofwyl
as a function of the number of monolayers removed at35 ±C,
wherew is the interface width.

barrier for vacancies can give rise to pattern formatio
during sputtering. There are at least two other mech
nisms that can give rise to the observed pattern duri
sputtering. The first is a vacancy-step attraction [25]. Th
other, with adatoms as the mobile species, is an Ehrlic
Schwoebel barrier for thermally generated adatoms to fi
a vacancy. The present measurements do not distingu
between the various mechanisms.

In the context of sputtering, the continuum model in
Ref. [8] expresses the rate of change of heighth at
a point on the surface in terms of (a) the downhi
current js of surface vacancies driven by the Ehrlich
Schwoebel barriers= ? jsd, (b) a noise term describing
the random production of vacancies, and (c) a surfa
diffusion-mediated relaxation terms=4hd. The coarsening
exponent of 0.25 requires atom detachment from steps
occur at a sufficiently fast rate so that the=4h term is
significant in relation to the other terms [21,26]. In ou
experiments, when ion irradiation was stopped, significa
smoothing of the surface was observed on the time sc
of the removal of 1 ML [27]. Hence, atom detachmen
from steps plays a significant role in the evolving surfac
morphology during sputtering. The observation of slop
selection suggests that there is an uphill current to balan
the downhill current of vacancies at the selected slop
An uphill current can arise from surface relaxation drive
by line tension [26] or from a transient mobility of
vacancies after an ion impact. In the latter mechanism
the energy deposited in the lattice by an ion inciden
near a step edge can lead to an enhanced hopping
vacancies (and adatoms) across the step edge. S
4715
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an enhanced interlayer diffusion will increase with a
increase in step density. This mechanism is similar
the proposed downward funneling mechanism for adato
during epitaxy on bcc/fcc (001) surfaces [28,29].

Finally, Fig. 1(b) shows specular beam intensity me
sured during growthsGd, irradiationsId, and simultaneous
growth and irradiationsG 1 Id at 120 ±C [14]. Note that,
at this temperature, both the growth and irradiation are
the layer-by-layer regime. The growth oscillations sho
cusps and the (normalized) intensity maxima rise almo
up to unity, indicating nearly ideal layer-by-layer growth
The oscillations during irradiation alone are less idea
Note also that the period of the oscillations during irra
diation is less than that during growth; if we assume th
the amount of material deposited in one growth oscill
tion is 1 ML, the amount of material removed during eac
sputter oscillation corresponds to0.90 6 0.05 ML [30].
Such a reduction in the period of oscillations has been p
dicted for systems where surface defects (adatoms/vac
cies) face an Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier [31]. In a simp
picture, when the vacancy islands, separated by an av
age distanceL, reach a critical sizeRc , L, second layer
nucleation becomes highly likely and most new vaca
cies created go into the second layer [32]. The preferr
attachment of vacancies to the second layer causes
specular beam intensity to turn around at a covera
u , 1 (providedu . 0.5).

In conclusion, we have observed pattern formation a
quasi-layer-by-layer sputtering during 500 eV Ar1 ion ir-
radiation on Au(111). Both an Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrie
to the interlayer diffusion of surface defects (adatoms/v
cancies) and a vacancy-step attraction could give rise
these phenomena. The power lawl , t0.2760.02 describ-
ing the evolution of the average separation between fe
tures with time, is consistent with a theoretical model [8
that includes an Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier to the inte
layer diffusion of surface defects.
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